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A B S T R A C T
As in many other developing countries, absolute poverty is 
widespread in Nepal.
Attempts are being made to increase the productivity of the 
land by a fuller use of existing services. Another area of improve­
ment can be increased use of modern inputs supported by additional 
credit. These aspects are studied in this thesis with particular 
reference to three size groups of farmers in the Rupandehi district 
in Nepal. A linear programming approach is adopted.
The study shows that better use of existing resources could 
bring a substantial improvement in farm incomes for all size groups 
but that the risks and uncertainties involved are also increased. If, 
in addition, credit is not rationed, all the size groups would receive 
very high rates of return on their additional cash outlay or borrowing
Therefore, if the concern is to attempt to lessen the 
pressure of poverty on the majority of the farmers, the extension 
personnel need to reach the farms of the large and small farmers alike 
Furthermore, available funds need to be directed towards the small 
farmers as recommended by the Agricultural Credit Survey.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aims
The main aim of this study is to assess whether the farmers 
of the district of Rupanedhi in Nepal would benefit more by a 
reallocation of their existing resources or by a greater use of credit. 
In the study the farmers will be differentiated by the size of their 
land holdings in order to assess whether credit requirements and the 
rates of return on borrowed capital or additional cash outlay vary by 
size group. This aim will be elaborated further in the section 
"Objectives of the Study".
1.2 A brief introduction to the Nepalese economy
Agriculture dominates the Nepalese economy. Over the period 
1964-65 to 1969-70, its share of GDP at 1964-65 prices fluctuated 
between 64 and 68 per cent.1 In 1970-71 it employed 92.7 per cent of 
the total population of 11.29 million.
"With the present state of knowledge of mineral wealth 
of Nepal, one may feel that the mineral base of the country 
for quick and extensive industrial development is rather 
very weak and uncertain"[sic]. . . .
"It was rightly assessed that the forest resources 
could provide the most promising base for a rapid 
strengthening of the economy in Nepal. But the history 
of man's relationship to these immense potentialities 
of Nature make a sad reading - a tale of wanton misuse
1. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972), (derived).
2and reckless exploitation - through the recorded 
history of the country."2
The contribution of forestry to the agricultural gross 
domestic product in recent years has been negligible. Hopes of 
substantial exploitation of bulky forest resources quickly are ill 
placed. The country is landlocked between India and the Peoples' 
Republic of China. The nearest sea port is over 800 kilometres 
from its border. Two thirds of its area consists of steep hills 
making transport extremely difficult. Therefore, it cannot survive 
as a trading nation like Singapore, at least in the forseeable 
future. In view of the above facts, development efforts must be 
concentrated on agriculture. As a consequence, what is happening 
to the Nepalese economy is largely a description of what is happening 
in the agricultural sector.
Despite the Government's development aims, real GDP per
capita appears to have increased very slowly. The average rate of
growth of total GDP at 1964-65 prices was 2.70 per cent per annum over
3the period 1964-65 to 1968-69. For the overlapping period of 1966-71,
the rate of growth of population was 1.81 per cent per annum. Moreover, 
the rate of growth of real agricultural GDP was only 1.80 per annum in 
the latter period. It indicates that there was no noticeable improve­
ment in the living standards of the agricultural population.
2. Shrestha, B.P. (1967, p.12), and also the Fourth Plan of Nepal
concentrates on the search for minerals and other geological resources. 
Some of the resources already found are still to be studied from an 
economic point of view. (Fourth Plan: National Planning Commission,
Singh Durbar, pp.254-260.)
3. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, p.l.)
3At the individual level, the per capita annual income of
4$US54.00 in 1958, increased to only $US75.00 in 1968, at current
prices. To compare these income figures with prices to see whether
they were sufficient to maintain a tolerable standard of living, the
commodities required for a balanced diet of an average adult,
weighing 120 pounds and engaged in sedentary work, for a period of
one year, are shown first. The net calories available from this
5diet would be about 2,700 daily.
TABLE 1:1
ANNUAL REQUIREMENT PER ADULT 
(in kilograms)
S. No. Items Quantity
1 Cereals 145.17
2 Pulses 31.11
3 Vegetables and fruits 134.80
4 Milk and its products 103.69
5 Sugar . 20.74
6 Vegetable oil and ghee 31.11
7 Fish and meat 31.11
8 Eggs 365
(No.)
The price of coarse rice is taken in valuing the cereals 
category, the arhar price in valuing pulses and the prices of milk, 
ghee and mutton in valuing categories 4, 6 and 7. In 1968, the
4. Ibid., p.133.
5. Shrestha, B.P. (1967, pp.76-79).
4absolute national average prices of coarse rice, arhar, milk, ghee, 
mutton meat and eggs (in terms of the units used in the above table) 
were Rs.2.08, Rs.2.44, Rs.1.45, Rs.13.30, Rs.5.56 and Rs.0.37 
respectively. The prices of sugar and vegetables and fruits are not 
available. Even if these items are ignored, the annual expenditure 
required for the rest of the items works out to be Rs.1249.99 per 
adult annually. This figure far exceeds the per capita annual income 
of Rs.757.50 (at the 1968 rate of exchange for $US75.00), and yet 
still ignores other necessary non-food items of expenditure such as 
clothing, housing, etc.
Furthermore, the above analysis is based on average per 
capita income figures which do not take account of the distribution 
of income. The following table shows the inequality in income and 
wealth distribution from a survey of 2841 farm households in 1971.
At one extreme 63.50 per cent of the households have an average size 
of holding of 0.53 bighas^ and at the other 0.63 per cent have an 
average holding of 75.90 bighas. The rough estimates based on per 
capita income and the inequality in income distribution well reflect 
the fact that malnutrition, chilling cold and inadequate shelters are 
still widespread in the kingdom of Nepal.
6. The bigha is a local unit of land measurement.
1 bigha = 0.68 hectares.
5TABLE 1.2
INEQUALITY IN INCOME AND WEALTH DISTRIBUTION
No. of 
Households
% of Total 
No. of Households
% of Total 
Land Holding
1804 63.50 10.36
552 19.43 17.59
203 7.15 12.66
165 5.81 21.10
60 2.11 11.30
25 0.88 6.95
14 0.49 5.38
18 0.63 14.66
2841 100 100
Source: Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, p.9.)
A more detailed description of the general agricultural 
situation of the district under study follows:
1.3 General agricultural situation of the district being studied
The district of Rupandehi, which had a population of 
7236,000 in 1971, is located in the Terai, about 230 kilometres west 
of Kathmandu (Figure 1). Some of its cultivated land is in the 
foothills but about two-thirds is on the plains. Temperatures are a 
little over 36°C in summer and down to about 6°C in winter. The 
total cultivated area is 114,706 bighas (78,000 hectares). About
7. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, p.16.)
6Q
22.029 bighas (14,930 hectares) were irrigated in 1968/69. 
(Subsequently - in 1971/72 - the irrigation system was damaged by 
flood.) Agriculture in the district is largely rain fed. The 
following table shows the monthly rainfall for a limited period 
of nine years recorded at the town of Butwal in the district.
(The rainfall in the major cultivated area is slightly lower.)
TABLE 1.3
THE AMOUNT AND DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL AT BUTWAL, RUPANEDHI
(mm.)
Year/ • 
Month 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
Monthly
Average
Jan. 10.0 76.4 5.2 Nil 9.6 3.0 Nil 48.0 7.2 17.71
Feb. 38.5 46.4 Nil Nil 13.2 21.5 Nil Nil Nil 13.29
Mar. Nil 57.6 19.6 Nil 9.4 Nil 32.2 12.6 2.0 14.82
Apr. Nil 61.2 30.5 26.8 22.6 1.5 40.2 7.2 73.2 29.24
May 55.0 43.4 95.4 95.2 21.0 39.2 37.6 25.4 107.8 57.78
June 482.8 757.8 568.0 274.2 214.4 406.6 464.6 402.6 295.2 429.58
July 363.6 537.2 661.4 1184.2 743.0 591.6 541.2 612.0 549.6 642.64
Aug. 717.5 912.2 474.2 576.6 1078.7 1661.4 265.8 428.4 494.6 734.38
Sept. 194.7 286.2 349.6 464.0 210.6 173.6 513.9 399.8 355.8 327.58
Oct. 80.9 12.0 25.2 105.3 38.0 58.0 Nil 203.8 10.4 59.29
Nov. Nil Nil 68.5 Nil 14.0 Nil Nil Nil Nil 9.17
Dec. 16.5 1.4 1.4 7.0 Nil 7.6 5.4 36.2 Nil 8.39
Total 1953 3 279L8 2299.0 2733.3 2374.5 2964.0 2 2 00.9 2176.0 1895.8i 2377.18 J_________
Source: Climatological Records of Nepal, 1966, 1967, 1968 and
1969, prepared by the Department of Hydrology and 
Meteorology, Ministry of Water and Power, HMG, Nepal.
The table shows a fairly even distribution of rainfall in 
the rainy season (i.e. for the month of June to September). In other
8. Ibid., p.54.
7months there are notable fluctuations. With these climatic conditions, 
what is the cropping pattern and the level of production? Table 1.4 
shows the area for different crops over a period of 4 years.
TABLE 1.4
AREA AND PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENT CROPS IN RUPANEDHI
A = area hectares 
P = Production (metric tonnes)
Year/Crops 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71
Paddy Area 64,000 64,000 65,000 65,800
Production 105,600 109,440 117,000 121,730
Maize Area 3,000 3,200 3,200 3,250
Production 4,650 4,960 4,992 5,200
Wheat Area 12,000 12,600 13,700 12,500
Production 9,600 11,340 14,385 7,500
Millet Area 900 950 900 1,100
Production 720 760 756 935
Barley Area 1,080 1,120 1,160 1,200
Production 756 784 818 846
Potato Area 930 950 970 1,020
Production 6,882 7,030 7,225 7,334
Oilseed Area 3,900 4,000 4,200 3,800
Production 1,872 1,880 2,142 1,710
Sugarcane Area 900 950 950 1,000
Production 13,500 14,250 14,725 16,000
Jute Area 50 50 60 70
Production 35 33 43 50
Tobacco Area 45 45 50 50
Production 30 30 34 34
Source; Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, Table 11, p.4.)
8The production of cereals is more than enough to feed the 
population, and in 1970-71 it yielded an exportable surplus of 30,688 
metric tonnes.9
In marketing, population concentration and transportation 
facilities are important. In the district there are 80 "panchayats"9 
of which two are town panchayats. One of them, Bhairahawa, has a 
population of 17,272 and the other, Butwal, contains 12,815 people."^1 
The main occupations of the townspeople are in commerce and light 
industry. Most of them are net consumers of the rural products of 
the district. In addition, some agricultural production is exported 
to Northern India.
All the panchayats are accessible for bullock-cart trans­
portation from mid-winter till the end of the summer season. There 
are two all-weather metalled roads, one south to north, passing from 
Sunauli to Pokhara (another district in the hills). The other is the 
Mahendra Highway (east-west) passing from Butwal. The former was
completed in the "Third Plan" period and the latter is to be completed
12in the current (Fourth) plan period.
The construction of these two roads has provided some alter­
native employment opportunities for the people, but it has been of a 
temporary nature. The Mahendra Sugar Mill at Bhairahawa has provided
some employment and will provide more as its target production is
13raised by 50 per cent in the current plan period. The other main
9. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, Table 18, p.4.)
10. National Planning Commission Secretariat (1971, p.03). 
"Panchayat" is the name given to the basic administrative unit under 
the present system.
11. Ibid., p.05.
12. National Planning Commission (1970, p.150.)
13. Ibid., p.231.
9source of employment is transport. All these alternatives are small
relative to the size of the workforce of the district. It is planned
14to establish an industrial area in Butwal or Pokhara but its precise 
nature and employment potential is not clear. There is no plan for 
labour training in the district. In all, it is clear that the people 
of the district will have to depend largely on agriculture for many 
decades yet.
The Government is making various attempts to improve agri­
culture in the district. Rupandehi contains the headquarters of a 
zone consisting of six districts. It is comparatively well equipped 
to assist farmers. First of all, there is a District Land Admini­
stration Office, previously called a District Land Reform Office, 
which has fixed by law a ceiling limit of 25 bighas of physical culti­
vated area for land owner and that of 4 bighas for tenant. The office 
has also been working for the protection of tenancy rights. On the 
assumption that the village moneylenders charge a monopolistic rate of 
interest on loans extended to the farmers, it has done two things:
On the one hand it has collected compulsory savings from the farmers
at the time of harvest in order to finance them at the time of planting.
15On the other hand it has "intercepted" the repayment of loans already 
extended by the moneylenders to increase the savings fund as well as to 
make sure that the farmers are not charged an excessively high rate of 
interest. Functionally it is supposed to look after the legally 
defined equitable distribution of farm income between the land owners 
and tenants. Other aspects of the nationwide land reform program are 
not discussed here. However, it may be added here that of the 100 farm
14. Ibid., p.234.
15. "Intercepted" is the term used to denote that the loan repayment 
by the farmers was diverted by law to the Government. The Government 
issued some documents to the moneylenders to indicate that it had taken 
the repayments.
10
households considered in the study, only three were found to be 
tenants.
To disseminate modern technical know-how in agriculture 
there is a District Office for Agricultural Development. It is 
solely responsible for agricultural extension activities. The 
usual methods of extension such as result demonstrations, method 
demonstrations, home and farm visits, training of local leaders, 
agricultural fairs, etc., are organised and conducted. If conducted 
properly with adequate follow-up, these methods are quite persuasive 
and have yielded some results. Table 1.5 shows the use of improved 
seeds and fertilizers in the district from 1965-66 to 1969-70 for 
the crops of paddy, wheat, maize and potato. It also shows the 
total area under these crops in the years 1967-70.
There was an increase in area under improved paddy and wheat 
from 1965-66 to 1968-69. The wheat area increased in 1969-70 but the 
area under paddy dropped. This was mainly due to a poor yield in the 
previous year caused by a virus disease (Tungro virus) throughout the 
region. Comparative statistics for more recent years are not readily 
available. However, the setback through decline in 1968-69 has had 
adverse effects. It is reflected from the fact that the district was 
not selected for an intensive food grain production program. Two 
adjoining districts with less developed rural service facilities were 
selected.^
The other agencies involved with agricultural development 
in the district are a branch office of the Agricultural Supply 
Corporation (which is responsible for supplying modern agricultural
16. The two adjoining districts are Palpa and Nawal-parasi. The 
selection was based on the development of infrastructures and 
potentiality of success (Fourth Plan (1970, p.49).)
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inputs), an Agricultural Development Bank, an office for promoting 
co-operative societies, an Agricultural Research Station, a fish 
fingerlings breeding and distribution centre and an animal breeding- 
veterinary aid centre. With the backing of all these agencies, 
what is the resultant typical size of holding, cropping pattern and 
farm incomes in the district? The next section examines these 
questions using data from a sample survey of the district.
1.3.1 Stratification of the farm households and a brief 
description of a typical farm household by stratum
A sample of 100 farm households was taken from 5 panchayats
17(20 from each panchayat) for the district. The survey was 
done by EAPD in 1968-69. Twenty-one households held more than 
8 bighas of land, 19 held between 4 and 8 bighas and 60 held 
less than 4 bighas. Because of the range in size of holdings, 
it would be relatively meaningless to describe a "single 
average" or "typical farm" to represent the district. There­
fore, these households are stratified as large, medium and small
holders. The average sizes of holding, in each class, is
1815.09 bighas, 6.00 bighas and 2.48 bighas respectively.
In the remainder of this study, the "typical" farm house­
holds within each class will be based on these class averages. 
However, this classification does raise some problems. All the 
crops included in the study are not cultivated by all the 
farmers. The use of the average area under each crop, as shown 
in Appendix A is thus, to some extent, unsatisfactory. Which
17. Farm Management Study Survey, Economic Analysis and Planning 
Division, Ministry of Food and Agriculture, HMG, Nepal.
18. The respective standard deviations were found to be 5.09, 
1.09 and 0.79 bighas.
13
crops should be included to describe a typical farm is a 
question of judgment. It is thought reasonable to consider 
the four important crops, in terms of area, to describe a 
typical farm household in each stratum (Appendix A).
A general feature of farming in the district is to 
carry over seeds from the previous year's crop. The farmers 
apply as much organic manure as is produced on the farm 
(although some fertilizer is used for wheat by the large and 
medium farmers). In any particular seasonal operation, if 
the labour resource of a farmer is short, he borrows it 
from other farmers and pays it back in terms of labour 
resource itself. Use of pesticides and other chemicals was 
not reported in the sample.
a) A typical farm in the large size group: The farm has
a cultivated land holding of 15.09 bighas with a couple
of homesteads and cattlesheds on the farm. Besides crop
husbandry it maintains cattle and other livestock, i.e.,
a mixed farming is practised. The land is irrigated
during the monsoon season, provided there is adequate
rainfall in the area. The soil type and topography are
such that transplanted paddy, broadcasted paddy, wheat,
mustard, potato, arhar, grams and peas can be cultivated
on all areas in appropriate seasons. The cropping pattern
is such that it has 9.62 bighas under transplanted paddy,
4.82 bighas under broadcasted paddy, 1.19 bighas under
wheat and 0.50 bighas under mustard. The household consumes 
1920.15 goons of paddy in a year besides other farm
19. A goon is a local unit in volume used to measure farm products 
like paddy, wheat, mustard, arhar, grams and peas. In paddy, 1 goon 
is equal to 155.83 Kg.
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products. The extent of double cropping is 111.20 
per cent, which means, all of the land area is cropped 
in the main season and 11.20 per cent only is cropped 
in the other season.
21The sum of "gross margins" from the different 
crops cultivated by the household works out to be 
Rs.3953.14 per crop year. The cash outlay for organic 
manures, seeds and tool replacements per crop year 
amounts to Rs.1451.40.
b) A typical farm in the medium size group: The farm
has 6.00 bighas of land. The state of irrigation, type 
of farming, soil type and topography are the same as in 
the case of the large size typical farm. The household 
consumes 11.24 goons of paddy in a year besides other 
farm products. It cultivates 3.39 bighas of transplanted 
paddy, 2.32 bighas of broadcasted paddy, 0.91 bighas of 
wheat and 0.46 bighas of grams. The extent of double 
cropping is 122.83 per cent. It receives an annual gross 
margin of Rs.1727.81 for a cash outlay of Rs.719.95.
c) A typical farm of the small size group: The farm 
has 2.48 bighas of land and the state of irrigation, type 
of farming, soil type and topography are the same as in
20. These figures are taken from Appendixes A and F. The 
consumption figures were calculated separately and are not shown 
in the Appendices.
21. The "gross margin" of any particular crop is defined as the 
total returns less the variable cost component such as human labour, 
bullock labour, seeds, tools replacements, etc., of that crop. The 
gross margin, therefore, contains a contribution towards the fixed 
cost component such as houses, land, etc., in addition to profit 
and return to management.
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the case of the large holders. The household consumes 
5.86 goons of farm produced paddy in a year besides 
other farm products. It allocates 1.39 bighas of land 
on transplanted paddy, 0.99 bighas on broadcasted paddy,
0.44 bighas on wheat and 0.40 bighas on grams per crop 
year and the extent of double cropping is 133.87 per 
cent. It derives a gross margin of Rs.751.50 The cash 
outlay is Rs.340.05.
1.4 Objectives of this study
Earlier in this chapter it was shown that there is poverty
in Nepal. In fact, Nepal conforms closely to the description of the
general state of rural poverty in less developed countries put forward
22by McNamara (1973) .
McNamara has proposed a goal of increasing the output of 
small farmers at a 5 per cent annual rate. This is roughly equivalent 
to increasing their real income at the same rate. In response to the 
question: "What the World Bank Group can begin to do now" he lists the 
following crucial lines of approach:
i) Acceleration in the rate of land and tenancy reform.
ii) Better access to credit,
iii) Assured availability of water.
iv) Expanded extension facilities backed by intensified 
agricultural research.
v) Greater access to public services.
vi) And most critical of all; new forms of rural institutions 
and organizations that will give as much attention to 
promoting the inherent potential and productivity of the 
poor as is generally given to protecting the power of the 
privileged.
22. McNamara, R.S., (1973).
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In Nepal, land and tenancy reform is well advanced. Given 
limited public resources, the question of which of the other lines of 
approach should be pursued first or with greater intensity still needs 
to be explored. However, a start has been made with a nationwide 
agricultural credit survey.
The World Bank Group emphasises the need for cash investment 
on improved seeds, fertilizers and pesticides as a means of increasing 
productivity. This necessarily involves technological change. There 
are, however, other ways of increasing productivity (defined as the 
production per unit area of land per year). One real possibility in 
the Rupandehi district of Nepal is double cropping. This could be 
either an alternative or a complement to new inputs. It is more likely 
that in the short run, generally speaking, double cropping will be 
adopted as an alternative by the farmers of the district, where 
illiteracy and consequently ignorance of new technology is high. This 
is, of course, a pessimistic view (see Section 1.4.3 on data availability), 
but the sample observations suggest that, to some extent, double cropping 
is followed by a large number of farmers.
The objectives of this study are:
i) To assess the effects on farm incomes of shifting from
23 24the typical farm situation to one of optimal allocation
23. Hereafter, the typical farm situation will also be called 
situation (a); optimal allocation of existing resources (with the 
provision of double cropping) will be called situation (b); and 
optimal allocation of resources with optimal borrowing (also with 
the provision of double cropping) will be called situation (c).
24. Optimal allocations would be based on the provision of 
perfect double cropping, i.e., growing two crops in the same field 
at different seasons (kharif and rabi). Whether complete double 
cropping is taken or not depends on resource availability.
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of existing resources (with the provision of double 
cropping). Also, to identify the size group of 
farmers for which production credit is needed most.
ii) To compare the farm incomes resulting from optimal
allocation of existing resources with the farm
incomes associated with optimal allocation of
25resources with "optimal borrowing" (both with the 
provision of double cropping); and then to estimate 
the rates of return on credit for each size group. 
At this stage we would be able to see the impact of 
resource reallocation and credit availability or 
optimal cash outlay.
2 6iii) To find the "cropping intensity" consistent with
27maximising farm incomes by size group in all the 
farm situations. This will indicate to what extent 
double cropping can be done even though there would 
be a provision for complete double cropping.
The techniques used to fulfil these objectives are now
examined.
25. "Optimal borrowing" is defined as the additional cash 
requirement of the farmer up to the point when the return from the 
marginal unit of cash (shadow price) is greater than or equal to 
zero. Because of the unavailability of data on farmers' existing 
cash resources "optimal borrowing" will be used as a synonym of 
"optimal cash outlay".
26. "Cropping intensity" is defined in percentage terms. If a 
farmer cultivates all his land once a year, the cropping intensity 
is 100. An intensity of 200 as a ceiling limit is applied in this 
study.
27. In this study, profit maximisation objective of the farmers 
is assumed.
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1.4.1 Techniques of analysis
Basically, the technique used is first to compare the 
total gross margin received by the typical farmer (situation 
(a)) with what he would receive when the linear programming 
technique of optimization is used (situation (b)); and then 
also to compare the total gross margin in situation (b) with 
that associated with an optimal level of borrowing (situation 
(c) ). The cash required to reach the typical farm situation 
is assumed to be the farmers' own funds on the basis of past 
savings.
Linear programming is a mathematical technique for 
maximising a linear objective function subject to linear 
inequalities. It is selected for the study for the following 
reasons:
i) It is a widely used technique of optimisation 
subject to a number of constraints that the 
farmers have to face. It assumes that the 
constant returns to scale exist. Therefore, to 
reduce the effects of this assumption the farm 
households were stratified according to the 
size of holding.
2 8ii) It allows the user to see the "shadow price"
or economic price of the scarce resources and
29compare it with the "opportunity cost" which
28. "Shadow price" is defined as the net return of the marginal 
unit of the scarce resource.
29. "Opportunity cost" is defined as the returns to the scarce 
resource of the farmer by employing it in the most paying 
alternative use.
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can guide the farmer towards a higher level of 
income by hiring the scarce resources in or out 
of the farm. The shadow prices of cash indicate 
the size group which is in greater need of 
borrowing or additional cash outlay.
iii) It permits the estimation of optimal level of 
borrowing as defined earlier.
iv) It allows the resources to be adjusted according 
to the requirements. For instance the intensity 
of cropping can be found by doubling the land 
resource and adding the rotational constraints 
(Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5).
v) At the individual farmer's level, this, as a 
practical tool of farm improvement, allows the 
farmer to check and confirm the inputs, outputs, 
costs and prices data. They can be readjusted 
for his specific input-output relationships and 
therefore can be used in case of a change in 
technology.^
1.4.2 A study of a similar survey in the district
The Nepal Rastra Bank conducted an agricultural credit 
survey in 1969-70 and published the report in 1972. The 
district of Rupandehi was included in the survey. The Bank 
also used linear programming techniques of analysis.
30. For the other advantages of linear programming refer: 
Mactier, L. A. W., (1973, pp.4-8).
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However, the present study differs from the Bank study in 
the following respects.
i) The bank concentrated on credit requirements
but this study also attempts to find the rates
of return.
ii) The Bank separated the irrigated and unirrigated 
farm situations and dealt with them separately. 
This distinction is not made in this study because 
of data unavailability and the greater homogeneity 
of land in this district.
iii) The Bank collected the input/output data from the 
research station to represent an improved level 
of technology and found out the credit require­
ments. This study is confined to traditional 
agriculture"^ "*" with another dimension, the provision 
of double cropping.
iv) The Bank was able to include only one panchayat 
to represent the district. In this study the input/ 
output costs and prices data are taken from 5 
panchayats.
v) The Bank fixed the limit of land under any crop 
(i.e., the constraints used in linear programming) 
by taking the average area under that particular 
crop. Such a procedure is likely to prove that the
31. The use of chemical fertilizers in wheat by the large and 
medium farmers is included. Therefore more appropriately it may 
be called existing technology.
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crop combinations the farmers are following are 
optimal.
There are other differences also between the Bank study 
and this study. However, this study is aimed at investigating 
a different set of questions. In what follows we shall deal 
with the justification and limitation of this study.
1.4.3 Justification and limitation of this study
Some justifications of this study are implied in the previous 
sections and the following add to it:
i) The Government has set a maximum rate of interest 
of 10 per cent for private borrowing (i.e. from 
an individual to another individual). However, 
private borrowing with a higher rate of interest 
is often reported. This is because the supply 
of funds at this price (interest) is inadequate 
and the borrowers are prepared to pay higher prices. 
Therefore, if we compare the rates of returns found 
from this study with the going rate of interest we 
can see whether private borrowing at a higher rate 
of interest is justified or not.
ii) Government agricultural policy has concentrated on 
increasing food grain production. The targets are 
fixed by the Planning Commission and the extension 
workers are asked to fulfil these targets. In 
effect the targets are issued as directives to the
farmers by the Government. The situation could well
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have been different if the targets were based on 
the individual farmer's needs (i.e., the need for 
improving farm incomes). This means the production 
targets should be based on the identification of 
specific constraints of the individual farm 
household. The crop combinations should also be 
suggested to meet the need. This can be done by 
farm budgeting, gross margin analysis or by linear 
programming. This study suggests a way of farm 
planning at the micro level by identifying the 
optimal crop combination which is needed for 
improving farm income.
iii) Two-thirds of the people of Nepal live in the hills
where only one-third of agricultural output is
produced. The net deficit of food in the hill
regions is estimated at 230,000 metric tonnes 
32annually. Because of the completion of the
Sunauli-Pakhara highway, food can be transported to 
the hill districts through which the highway passes. 
Therefore, to balance the food deficit in the hills 
the district should produce more. There is a need 
to increase local consumption level also as indicated 
by typical farm incomes.
iv) The following table shows the importance of food in 
terms of exports and imports of the country:
32. Pant, Y.P. and Jain, S.C. (1968, p.9.)
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TABLE 1.6
IMPORTANCE OF FOOD IN THE EXTERNAL TRADE OF NEPAL 
(Nepalese currency Rs. ’000)
Trade Year Total of which Food
Food as a 
% of total
EXPORTS: 1956-57 95,472 72,950 76.40
1960-61 209,737 158,572 75.60
1964-65 440,562 258,917 58.76
1968-69 567,847 252,773 44.51
IMPORTS: 1956-57 169,891 37,590 22.12
1960-61 397,982 55,179 13.86
1964-65 818,867 102,229 12.48
1968-69 744,300 109,348 14.69
Source: Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, p.3.)
Although the value of food exports as a percentage of the
total exports has decreased from 76.40 in 1956-57 to 44.51 in
1968-69, the value of food imports has been between 12.48 and
14.69 per cent in 1960-61, 1964-65 and 1968-69. Therefore,
up to 1968-69, the country was a net exporter of food. In
view of the current concern of different international agencies,
33regarding the depletion of food reserves and population 
34growth of the LDC, increased production of food in Nepal is 
desirable.
33. U.S.D.A. (1972).
34. The Canberra Times, March 20, 1974: U.N. Report - The
world's population increased by 76 million in one year to a 
record 3,782 million people by mid-1972. More than half
(2,154 million people) lived in Asia. China, India and Bangladesh 
have 800,721,000; 563,494,000 and 60,675,000 people respectively.
(Summarised)
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In principle, the solutions to this problem are to bring 
a greater area under cultivation, to bring a change in 
technology, to improve allocation of existing resources or to 
increase inputs other than land. The scope for implementing 
the first alternative is very limited, the second one is what 
is bring tried currently, so a close examination of the 
feasibility of the third and fourth is taken up.
This study has the following limitations:
i) It is confined to existing agriculture because
of the unavailability of data on modern inputs
and outputs of an improved level of technology.
ii) It takes into account only the general constraints 
of the farmers (human labour, bullock labour and 
cash constraints). The individual farmer may, in 
addition, have specific constraints (e.g., some 
of his land may be water-logged or may be suitable 
for some particular crop only), further limiting 
his range of choice.
iii) In the study, cross-sectional data are used. 
Changes in technology or techniques over time are 
not considered. Therefore, the input, output and 
price figures may need to be changed accordingly 
before implementing policies based on these 
results.
iv) All the crops that can be cultivated in the district 
could not be included in the study because of the 
problem of data and also for reasons to be discussed 
in the following chapter under the section "The
selection of enterprises".
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter the detailed methodology adopted in this 
study is discussed.
2.1 Basic model
As has been indicated in section 1.4, the basic objectives 
of the study are:
(I) To compare the typical farm situations with the optimal 
allocations of existing resources associated with the 
provision of double cropping (situation (a) and (b)) 
for each stratum; and
(II) To compare the optimal allocations of existing resources 
with the optimal allocation with optimal borrowing; 
both associated with the provision of double cropping 
(situation (b) and (c) ) for all strata.
Comparison (I) shows the impact of resource reallocation and 
comparison (II) shows the impact of credit availability. For finding 
the rates of return, it is assumed that the fanners use their own cash 
resources to reach situation (a) or (b). Situation (c) involves 
borrowing or additional cash outlay so long as the marginal rupee 
invested makes a positive contribution to total gross margin. Because 
if the marginal return is less than zero, obviously it is uneconomic 
to increase cash investment. Hence, the percentage increase in total 
gross margin per rupee of borrowed funds is the rate of return.
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Symbolically:
r 100
where, r is the rate of return,
AY is the change in total gross margin,
AB is the change in borrowing or cash outlay; 
all being taken over a period of one year.
Since the optimal allocations (situation (b) and (c)) are 
associated with the provision of double cropping, the land resource is 
doubled, except for those crops which occupy the land at the same 
season, where it is limited to the size of cultivated physical holding. 
Thus the cropping intensity and the crop combination consistent with 
the objective of maximizing total gross margin is found. This process 
is applied to all size groups.
2.2 Source of data and selection of enterprises
The basic source of information used in the study is the 
"Farm Management Study Survey" conducted by the then Economic Analysis 
and Planning Division of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, HMG, 
Nepal, in the crop year 1968/69. A part of the translated copy of the 
survey questionnaire used in this study is attached to the Appendix.
Table 1:4 shows that in terms of area, paddy, wheat and 
oilseeds are the most important crops in the district followed by 
maize, barley, potato, millet and sugarcane; but the order of the 
latter group changes from year to year. The table omits pulse crops, 
which are important in human diet in Nepal, as Table 1:1 clearly 
shows. The survey schedules are one of the best sources of information 
about the enterprises that the farmers in the district are following 
but they have limitations. Numerous crops are being cultivated but not
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all of them can be included in this study because on an overall basis, 
they are of little importance. To derive reasonable average input/ 
output coefficients a significant number of observations is necessary. 
Thus, crops like lentil, linseed, onions, etc., are not included in 
the analysis. Maize and millet have been excluded for two reasons: 
Firstly, there are less than 5 observations from a total of 100 for 
each of these crops;"*’ and, secondly, these are hill crops grown in 
the foothill areas of the district, where there is not a significant 
area of cultivated land. Similar considerations lead to the exclusion 
of sugarcane. Because of the bulky nature of sugarcane, transportation 
costs are very sensitive to the location of the farm. Thus each farm 
tends to represent a special case. Only one per cent of the sample 
farms grew sugarcane for the year in question. Barley is seen to have 
a negative gross margin for the year in question. Farmers may well 
have planted it expecting a substantially higher price than that 
realized at harvest time or else they grew it because of an unawareness, 
on their part, of the possibility of employing their resources in other 
profitable areas. The enterprises finally selected are those most 
typical of the area: broadcasted paddy, transplanted paddy, wheat,
mustard, potato, arhar, gram and pea (Lathyrus sativus). Having 
selected the enterprises or activities, attention is now given to the 
identification of the seasonal labour requirements for different crops.
2.3 The basis of allocating seasonal labour requirements for 
different enterprises
The seasonal requirement of any labour for any crop depends 
upon the particular combination of cultural operations. For example,
1. This number of observations cannot be expressed in percentage 
terms because crops like arhar and millet or maize and millet are 
sometimes grown together on the same land and such observations are 
excluded.
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field preparation and sowing are done in one season, weeding or inter­
culture in other season, harvesting, threshing, drying and storage in 
another. The following table shows the sowing and harvesting time of 
the selected enterprises for the district:
TABLE 2:1
SOWING AND HARVESTING TIMES FOR THE SELECTED CROPS
S. No. Crop Season Sowing Time Harvesting Time
1 Paddy Early Paddy June-July Aug-Sept
2 Paddy Late Paddy June-July Nov-Dec
3 Wheat Rabi Nov-Dec Feb-March
4 Mustard - Oct-Nov Feb-March
5 Potato - Sept-Oct Feb-March
6 Arhar Kharif June-July Feb-March
7 Gram Rabi Dec-Jan Mar-April
8 „ 2 Peas Rabi Nov-Dec Feb-March
Source: Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1937, pp.58-59.)
The agricultural activities start at the middle of June and 
end at the middle of April. Between mid-April and mid-June there is no 
activity on the farm. The remaining ten months are divided into 5 
seasons, namely, June-August, August-October, October-December, December- 
February and February April. The particular combination of cultural 
operations for each crop are divided in these 5 seasons. The human and 
bullock labour required for each combination of cultural operations on 
a per bigha basis for each of the crops are shown in the basic matrices 
(Tables 2:3, 2:4 and 2:5).
2. The season and time for pea has been found from the survey 
schedules.
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2.4 Division of inputs in terms of land, cash and human and bullock 
labour
The land resource is taken to be the average of the cultivated 
part of the physical holding for each stratum with the area under fruit 
trees and premises being excluded.
In general, the farmers of the district can do without any 
cash resource. The typical local farmer has both human and bullock 
labour, he keeps the seed from the previous crop, pays a part of his 
product for tool repairs and even for the purchase of tools. Generally, 
he does not use fertilizers and insecticides (see section 1.3.1). If 
his labour resources are inadequate in any particular operational 
period, he borrows labour from other farmers and repays the loan with 
labour resources. However, not all agriculture in the district is 
traditional and changes are coming slowly, owing to the gradually 
improving communications network and the "push" by the public agencies. 
Table 1.5 (Chapter 1) shows this clearly.
In view of the earlier discussion (section 1.2, 1.3) about 
the percentage of the population engaged in agriculture and the 
alternative source of employment, it is reasonable to assume that 
agriculture will continue to be highly labour intensive.
3The district has a population of 82,000 oxen that are used 
for draught purposes, so it is assumed that bullock labour use will 
be maintained. However, it is clear from earlier discussion and 
Table 1.5 that improved seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and agricultural 
tools, particularly small tools, will slowly be adopted by the farmers; 
hence the inputs of seeds, manures and tools replacement (as they
3. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (1972, p.44.)
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exist) are measured in terms of cash. In other words, at the existing 
state of agriculture they are assumed to be marketed freely. In 
addition, it is also assumed that the farmers will aim at maximising 
their farm incomes (total gross margins) by the reallocation of the 
resources to which they have access.
2.5 Method of measuring human and bullock labour resources and 
inputs
The average land, human and bullock labour resource levels 
of the farmers for different stratum are shown in Appendix F. The 
method of measuring land resource has been discussed in section 2.4. 
The human labour resources have been evaluated according to the age, 
sex and occupation of the members of the different familes for 
different stratum. An adult man is taken as a standard and an adult 
women is counted as 0.80 of an adult man. The child labour, i.e., 
persons between 12-16 years of age are counted as equivalent to one- 
half of an adult man if the child is engaged in agriculture. Persons 
over the age of 59 and persons who work exclusively outside the farm 
have been omitted.^ These standard man-days are accounted for each 
season.
The Agricultrual Credit Survey (Bank Study) had standardised 
the bullock labour resources by using a price denominator. In this 
study bullock labour is not standardised. We can reasonably assume
4. The target growth rate of production for the Fourth Plan is 2% 
per year in paddy, 1.3% per year in maize and 14.4% per year in wheat 
(Fourth Plan, p.48). About 14% of the increment in food production 
will be achieved through plant and grain protection (ibid., p.53).
The Agricultural Supply Corporation has the responsibility of selling 
Rs .7.3 million worth of modern agricultural tools in the plan period 
(ibid.).
5. "This was adopted from the Farm Management Studies. The report 
notes that the conversion factors were derived from the existing wage 
differentials." - Gautam (1973, p.73).
6. Nepal Rastra Bank (1972, Vol.l, p.64).
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that the breed of the draught animals is fairly homogeneous, i.e., 
local. Therefore, the variability in the work done by bullock depends 
on only the feeding and upbringing, i.e., environmental factors.
These can be assumed to be normally distributed, i.e., some bullocks 
are well kept, some are poorly kept and most of them are reasonably 
kept. Therefore, when average of the bullock labour resources of 
each farm is taken to define the bullock labour resource of 
individual stratum, it has conceptually the same effect as standard­
isation. These bullock labour-days are accounted for each season.
In the basic matrices (Table 2:3, 2:4 and 2:5) the same 
procedure is applied to evaluate the per bigha requirements of human 
and bullock labour for any particular season and crop.
2.6 Method adopted to estimate the input/output coefficients
The input/output coefficients represent the technical 
efficiency of a farm provided the other factors such as soil type and 
topography are the same for all farms under study. In theoretical 
limits, technical efficiency with respect to a given technology varies 
from 0 to 1. A farm which produces an output which is maximum at the 
existing level of technology with a given set of inputs has an 
efficiency of 1, that is, perfect efficiency; whereas another farm 
that produces no output with the same given set of inputs has an 
efficiency of 0. The latter case is very unlikely to occur. In this 
study averages of inputs and outputs are taken for the following 
reasons:
i) Technical efficiency in producing paddy, the most
important crop of the district of Rupanedhi was found
7to be fairly evenly distributed.
7. Sharma, S.R. (1974, Chapter 5, section 4).
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ii) Variations in inputs and outputs may be due to factors 
such as soil texture, topography or even the chemical 
composition of the soils in different farms. By taking 
averages, the variations due to such factors can be 
assumed to average out leading to a conceptually 
representative input/output relationship.
Appendix A shows the enterprises, number of observations, 
mean area in bighas, variances and the coefficients of variation by 
stratum, derived from the total survey schedules of 100 used to get 
the input/output coefficients. The number of observations is too 
small to permit the extraction of the coefficients by stratum. In 
some cases, e.g., arhar in the medium holders, the mean is 0.08 
bighas and the standard error is 0.05, the number of observations 
being 3. Using input/output figures like these to represent the 
district is regarded as unsatisfactory. Therefore, some basis for 
obtaining more observations for such enterprises is needed. An 
examination of the mean area under some crops, e.g., wheat, mustard, 
potato, grams, arhar and pea, in each stratum indicates there is 
only a slight difference between one stratum and the succeeding 
stratum. Some of the means have no significant difference at 5 per 
cent level of significance and others have. For example, the mean 
area under the crop peas for large holders is 0.47 bighas with a 
variance of 0.0022, the number of observations being 6; and the mean 
area under pea for medium holders is 0.27 bighas with a variance of 
0.0186, the number of observations is again 6. Now on testing the 
difference between the two means according to the test procedure 
shown in Appendix A, page 77, at 5 per cent level of significance the 
means are significantly different from each other. Therefore, the 
observations of these two strata cannot be combined to derive the
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input/output coefficients. In this manner the hypothesis that the 
means came from the same population was tested for each crop and if 
the means were found to be significantly different the observations 
were not combined. In all other cases observations were pooled across 
strata.
Table 2:9 shows the results of these statistical tests for 
the similarity of the means. The procedure was found to be unambiguous 
for all crops except potato where the observations of the large holders 
could be combined with that of the medium holders while the observations 
of the medium holders could be combined with that of the small holders. 
However, the observations of the large holders could not be combined 
with that of the small holders. On the basis of these tests, the 
observations on wheat and potato from the large holders were combined 
with that from the medium holders. The observations on mustard, arhar 
and pea from the medium holders were combined with that of small 
holders. In the case of gram all the three strata were combined.
The particular inputs and outputs for the individual 
observation in any group, grouped on the basis of the similarities of 
the area means, were converted into per bigha bases. The averages and 
standard errors were computed. These are shown in Appendices B to D, 
figures in parentheses being the standard errors of the means.
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TABLE 2:2
FEASIBILITY OF COMBINING INPUT/OUTPUT FIGURES OF EACH CROP
ACROSS STRATA
(at 5% level of significance)
Enterprises
Degrees
of
Freedom
tn
(Table Value)
to(Obtained
Value)
Combi­
nation
?
A. LARGE AND MEDIUM
Transplanted Paddy 37 2.0357 5.5734 No
Broadcasted Paddy 35 2.0315 2.1714 No
Wheat 27 2.0512 1.8408 Yes
Mustard 16 2.1200 2.3540 No
Potato 9 2.2620 0.7453 Yes
Arhar 7 2.3650 3.0754 No
Gram 6 2.4470 -0.3099 Yes
Pea 10 2.2280 4.0241 No
B. MEDIUM AND SMALL
Transplanted Paddy 68 1.9985 27.3972 No
Broadcasted Paddy 59 2.0081 6.5549 No
Wheat 49 2.0198 3.4686 No
Mustard 18 2.1010 0.2617 Yes
Potato 19 2.0930 1.1204 Yes
Arhar 6 2.4470 0.3048 Yes
Gram 9 2.2620 0.4149 Yes
Pea 6 2.4470 1.0978 Yes
C. LARGE AND SMALL
Potato 24 2.0640 39.0243 No
Gram 9 2.2620 0.0000 Yes
2.7 Presentation of linear programming models
Symbolically, the model is:
Maximise Z C .X .
j-i 3 3
subject to the linear constraints that -
Z A . .X. < b., i = l ....m
j-i 13 3. ‘ 1
and X. > O, j = 1 .... n, b. > 0 
3 i
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where n is the number of choice variables, C_. is the gross margin 
thof the j enterprise or crop or choice variable per unit of area,
X_. is the area under enterprise, A__ are the technically fixed 
input coefficients per unit of land, b^ are the resource levels and 
m is the number of constraints. This model is elaborated after the 
basic matrices are presented. Tables 2:3, 2:4 and 2:5 show the basic 
matrices for each stratum.
These basic matrices are derived from Appendices B to F.
The last row of the basic matrices shows the gross margins (i.e. 
returns in excess of variable costs) of different crops on a per 
bigha basis. The objective is to maximise the sum of the gross 
margins in such a way that the total cropped area does not exceed 
the effective land area available (for instance, the mean area of 
physical cultivated holding of a farm in the large size group is 
15.09 bighas and under double cropping this area is doubled). This 
is the land constraint. There are other constraints also that the 
farmers must meet. The June to August human labour required for 
one bigha of transplanted paddy is 13.17 man-days, that for broad­
casted paddy is 2.55 man-days and that for arhar is 4.04 man-days 
for a large holder (Table 2:3). The total available man-days are 
331. Similarly, for the medium holder, June to August bullock 
labour days requirement per bigha of transplanted paddy is 11.05,
9.07 for broadcasted paddy and 7.70 for arhar and the farmer has 
a total of 212 bullock labour days in this season. The other figures 
in the constraint matrices are also explained in a similar way.
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TABLE 2:3
INPUT/OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS, RESOURCES AND GROSS MARGINS - LARGE HOLDERS
Enterprises/
Inputs
Re
so
ur
ce
Le
ve
ls
Area
Under
Trans­
planted
Paddy
(xl)
Area
Under
Broad­
casted
Paddy
(x2>
Area
Under
Wheat
(x3)
Area
Under
Mus­
tard
(x4)
Area
Under
Potato
(x5)
Area
Under
Arhar
' V
Area
Under
Gram
(x7)
Area
Under
Pea
(V
Land 30.18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
June-Aug 
Human Labour
331 13.17 2.55 - - - 4.04 - -
June-Aug 
Bullock Labour
212 11.05 9.07 - - - 7.70 - -
Aug-Oct 
Human Labour
166 5.23 15.63 - - 23.31 - - -
Aug-Oct 
Bullock Labour
106 - 2.97 - - 23.53 - - -
Oct-Dec 
Human Labour
166 10.59 - 6.53 4.69 48.29 - - 4.54
Oct-Dec
Bullock Labour
106 3.83 - 17.93 9.74 - - - 6.33
Dec-Feb 
Human Labour
166 - - 13.32 - - - 4.14 -
Dec-Feb
Bullock Labour
106 - - - - - - 9.50 -
Feb-April 
Human Labour
166 - - 35.46 10.35 30.72 15.41 7.83 6.42
Feb-April 
Bullock Labour
106 - - 10.73 2.81 - - - -
Cash
Outlays Rs.
1451.40 84.32 79.94 183.05 74.16 388.21 25.08 58.56 43.48
Land Under
xn , x and x 1 2  6
15.09 1 1 ~ ~ 1 - -
Land Under
x3 .... x8
Gross Margin
15.09 1 1 1 1 1 1
Rs. 215.71 241.14 435.04 391.89 491.53 417.53 48L97 156.03
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TABLE 2:4
INPUT/OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS, RESOURCES AND GROSS MARGINS - MEDIUM HOLDERS
Enterprises/
Inputs
Re
so
ur
ce
Le
ve
ls
Area
Under
Trans­
planted
Paddy
(xi>
Area
Under
Broad­
casted
Paddy
<X2>
Area
Under
Wheat
(X3>
Area
Under
Mus­
tard
(V
Area
Under
Potato
<X5>
Area
Under
Arhar
<V
Area
Under
Cram
(X7>
Area
Under
Pea
<X8>
Land 12.00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
June-Aug 
Human Labour
228 16.13 2.45 - - - 6.25 - -
June-Aug 
Bullock Labour
123 13.96 8.79 - - - 8.37 - -
Aug-Oct 
Human Labour
114 9.30 18.57 ~ - 23.31 - - -
Aug-Oct 
Bullock Labour
62 - 3.60 - - 23.53 - - -
Oct-Dec 
Human Labour
114 13.00 - 6.53 5.60 48.29 - - 3.15
Oct-Dec
Bullock Labour
62 3.08 - 17.93 11.75 - - - 8.49
Dec-Feb 
Human Labour
114 - - 13.32 - - - 4.14 -
Dec-Feb
Bullock Labour
62 - - - - - - 9.50 -
Feb-April 
Human Labour
114 - - 35.46 12.85 30.72 17.92 7.83 8.85
Feb-April 
Bullock Labour
Cash
62 10.73 4.47
'
Outlays Rs. 
Land Under
719.95 91.55 93.14 183.05 65.44 388.21 23.13 58.56 49.01
xi- x2 and X6 
Land Under
6.00 1 1 1
X3 X8
Gross Margin
6.00 1 1 1 1 1
Rs.
'
164.52 238.15 435.04 225.52 491.19 520.98 481.97 131.21
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TABLE 2:5
INPUT/OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS, RESOURCES AND CROSS MARGINS - SMALL HOLDERS
Enterprises/
Inputs
Re
so
ur
ce
Le
ve
ls
Area
Under
Trans­
planted
Paddy
(xi>
Area
Under
Broad­
casted
Paddy
(X2>
Area
Under
Wheat
<x3)
Area
Under
Mus­
tard
(X4>
Area
Under
Potato
(X5>
Area
Under
Arhar
(V
Area
Under
Gram
<V
Area
Under
Pea
<V
Land 4.96 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
June-Aug 
Human Labour
157 18.66 3.57 - - - 6.25 - -
June-Aug 
Bullock Labour
60 15.80 13.11 - - - 8.37 - -
Aug-Oct 
Human Labour
79 9.92 27.73 - - 26.75 - - -
Aug-Oct 
Bullock Labour
30 - 5.49 - - 29.58 - - -
Oct-Dec 
Human Labour
79 14.71 - 9.41 5.60 41.87 - - 3.15
Oct-Dec 
Bullock Labour
30 5.16 - 22.25 11.74 - - - 8.49
Dec-Feb 
Human Labour
79 - - 9.48 - - - 4.14 -
Dec-Feb 
Bullock Labour
30 - - - - - - 9.50 -
Feb-April 
Human Labour
79 - - 29.74 12.85 31.04 17.92 7.83 8.85
Feb-April 
Bullock Labour
30 - - 7.99 4.77 - - - -
Cash
Outlays Rs. 340.05 95.27 98.02 198.11 65.44 102.81 23.13 58.56 49.01
Area Under
V  x2 and X6 2.48 1 1 - - - 1 - -
Area Under
.... x„3 8 2.48 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1
Gross Margin 
Rs. - 187.81 200.35 218.89 225.52 455.64 520.98 481.97 131.21
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For all size groups, the total land resource in the basic
matrices is doubled because of the provision of double cropping.
Therefore, rotational constraints such that the kharif season crops
do not exceed the physical land holding and also the rabi season
crops do not exceed the same limit are added. The constraints of
land under xn, x and x^ and that under x_ to x0 (Tables 2:3 to1 2 6 3 8
2:5) are added for this purpose. In other words transplanted paddy,
broadcasted paddy and arhar occupy the land in kharif season so 
the total area under them cannot exceed the physical holding. 
Similarly, wheat, mustard, potatoes, arhar, gram and pea are 
competitors for the land in the rabi season so their total area
Qcannot exceed the physical holding. Except for the June to August
season the human and bullock labour resources are halved, that is,
taken for 30 days working season because of sowing and harvesting
9time shown in Table 2:1. The cash requirements for tool replace­
ments (over a period of a year), as shown in Appendices B to D, are 
allocated to the crop of paddy only, i.e., as total expenses on 
tools per bigha of paddy (both transplanted and broadcasted). This 
will contribute towards a higher cost of production for paddy but 
will not lower the cost of production of other crops significantly 
because on an average, in the typical situation, the area under the 
other crops is comparatively small (Appendix A). Cash expenses for 
different items are then added together to get the cash outlays.
The initial cash resource is based on the typical situation and it
8. It should be noted that the total land constraint becomes 
redundant in the linear programming models when the rotational 
constraints are imposed. Therefore, it could be excluded 
altogether without affecting the results.
9. Ghose, Ghatge and Subrahmanyan (1960, pp.204-205).
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is assumed that all size groups have reached this situation on the 
basis of past performance (see section 1.3.1). Since the concern is 
with the additional cash outlay (i.e., fund to be borrowed as per 
assumption), the cash constraint will be relaxed until it is no 
longer a binding constraint economically.
The gross margin‘d  for each crop has been calculated 
according to the mean prices of the products and cost of resources 
as shown in Appendix E. For example, in the last row of Table 2:3 
in column 2, the gross margin for broadcasted paddy is shown as 
Rs.241.14. This figure is obtained by subtracting the price of 
each input, times the amount of that input (shown in column 2 from 
rows 2 - 12), from the value of gross output of broadcasted paddy.
A specific example of this calculation is presented in Appendix E(l).
The bullock labour at the time of sowing includes the cost 
of a man behind the plough, but the human labour used is additional 
human labour only. In other operations, such as the threshing of 
paddy, or wheat, a pair of bullocks is not necessarily accompanied 
by a man, but it is not possible to assess the number of men associated 
with the bullocks in these operations. In this study the assumption is 
made that a man is always working with a pair of bullocks and costs are 
deducted accordingly. For some operations this overestimates the true 
costs. In crops such as paddy, wheat and mustard this assumption 
contributes towards slightly lower gross margins.
Thus we are now in a position to run the linear programs. 
However, the next section is devoted to explaining variations in 
inputs and outputs.
10. The figures in gross margins of the individual crop are 
rounded to the nearest rupee in preparing the linear programs.
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2.8 Discussion about variations in input use/ outputs, prices of 
labour, prices of products and resource levels
This section deals entirely with the Appendices B to F.
The main figures are the means, and the figures in parenthesis are 
the corresponding standard errors of the means. The standard errors 
tend to be large in the use of inputs in different crops (Appendices 
B, C and D). Apart from the farm to farm variations in soil type, 
the other sources of the wide variation are soil moisture condition, 
method of planting, and substitution between human and bullock labour 
in some operations. In case of the use of organic manures, some of 
the means are less than the standard errors which reflects the fact 
that many farmers do not use organic manures. The variability in 
cash expenditure on seeds is high but the standard errors are less 
than the means, obviously because all the farmers have to use seeds. 
In some crops, e.g., gram or wheat, the variability in cash expendi­
ture on seeds is high because the seeds can either be broadcasted or 
dibbled. With the harvesting and threshing of wheat and mustard the 
human labour requirements vary more than in other crops because 
threshing of these crops is done either by human labour, or bullock 
labour, or both. The bullock labour requirement in the harvesting 
and threshing season of wheat is higher than that of paddy because 
wheat is comparatively harder to thresh.
There are large variations in outputs also. This is normal 
in agriculture. It is probably more so in the district under study 
because of lack of irrigation facilities, as well as other problems 
of agriculture.^
11. Pant, Y.P. and Jain, S.C. (1968, pp.20-45).
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In Appendix E, the human labour price is shown as Rs.3.56/ 
adult man-day. Some fanners pay the hired human labour in kind and 
this figure is derived by using the current prices of the payment in 
kind. The standard error in the wages of human labour is low, 
indicating that the wages are almost homogeneous. In other words, 
this factor is quite mobile in the district. A similar line of 
reasoning applies to the bullock labour price, which includes a man 
behind the plough.
The variability in product price is generally large. The 
location of the farm, the quality of the product and seasonal 
fluctuations in prices are the main contributing factors. The price 
of paddy varies less than that of wheat, which may be attributed to 
the fact that the quality of rice is more homogeneous than that of 
wheat (other things, such as the location of the farm and marketability 
of the products being equal). For instance in wheat, white varieties 
are sold at a much higher price than the brown Mexican varieties.
With the crop mustard, the variation in price may be due to the 
location of the farm. Similar considerations affect the market price 
obtained for other crops.
However, the time of selling the product and the people 
buying it, i.e., whether they are wholesalers, retailers or consumers, 
do affect prices. The prices used are derived from the survey 
schedules which do not indicate the buyers. The number of obser­
vations is limited because only those farmers who sold the product 
responded to the relevant question.
Referring to Appendix F, the resource levels, particularly 
human and bullock labour, vary greatly. Since the data available 
are cross-sectional, the transitory imbalance between resources is 
reflected. For instance, the bullock labour resource of any farmer
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may be out of proportion because either he transacted (bought or sold) 
land or bullocks or both; and had not come to a normal situation when 
the survey was conducted. The lack of knowledge on the part of the 
farmer as to what sort of balance of resources he should keep may also 
have contributed towards the variations in resource levels. At the 
same time, this does also reflect the fact that the optimum resource 
combinations vary greatly between farms.
The input use and outputs show a general tendency that as 
the intensity of the use of an input increases the productivity of the 
marginal unit of that input decreases. For example, the June-August 
human labour used by the large farmers (Appendix B) is 13.17 man-days 
and the output is 3.09 goons, an average output of 0.2346 goons/man- 
day; the same input for the medium farmers (Appendix C) is 16.13 man- 
days for an output of 3.11 goons, an average of 0.1928 goons/man-day, 
and the comparable figure for the small holders is 0.1897 goons/man- 
day. This is, clearly, an indication of diminishing marginal 
productivity of an input as its intensity of use increases.
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS
In the last chapter we discussed the method adopted to 
meet the objectives defined earlier (section 1.4). This chapter 
brings out the results of the present study.
3.1 Comparison between the typical farm situation (situation (a)) 
and the optimal allocation of existing resources (situation 
(b)) by stratum (comparison (I))
The following table is derived from Appendix G, E and the 
typical farm situations. It relates to the typical allocation of 
existing resources and the optimal allocations on the same resources 
(with the provision of perfect double cropping). The table shows 
the total gross margins, cash outlays, cropping intensity, crop 
combinations, labour resource use and shadow prices of the scarce 
resources for all size groups.
It can be seen from Table 3:1 that the total gross margin 
of small farmers would increase from Rs.751.5 to Rs.1633.1, an 
increase of about 109 per cent. The cropping intensity would increase 
from 133.87 per cent to 185.48 per cent. Similarly, the total gross 
margin of the medium holders would increase from Rs. 1727.8 to 
Rs .4025.5, an increase of about 133 per cent, and the cropping intensity 
would increase from 122.83 per cent to 175.33 per cent. The total gross 
margin of the large holders would increase from Rs. 3953.1 to Rs.9192.9,
an increase of about 133 per cent, while the cropping intensity would
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increase from 111.20 per cent to 162.69 per cent. All the size groups 
would achieve a substantial increase in farm incomes through the optimal 
allocation of existing resources. In percentage terms, the medium and 
large size groups would gain most.
In the typical farm situation, the small and medium size 
group grew transplanted paddy, broadcasted paddy, wheat and gram. The 
large farmers grew the same crops except that they grew mustard instead 
of gram. In the optimal situation (situation (b)) , all of them are 
required to concentrate on broadcasted paddy, arhar and gram. In terms 
of consumption of paddy the small farmers, on an average, consumed 5.86 
goons of home produced paddy in the typical farm situation. The optimal 
solutions allow them to produce 6.91 goons of paddy on the farm. Medium 
farmers, on an average, consumed 11.24 goons of paddy and the optimal 
solutions allow them to produce 13.61 goons. Similarly, the large 
holders consumed, on an average, 20.15 goons of paddy and the optimal 
solutions allow them to produce 27.15 goons. This clearly shows that 
the farmers of the district need not change their consumption habits in 
terms of paddy, the most important item in their diet. Nevertheless, 
the farmers should change their crop combinations radically both in 
terms of enterprises and scale of operations.
1. The cropping intensities, in the typical farm situation (situation 
(a)), for all the size groups, include the area under either the crops 
that are not included in the study or those that are not included in 
defining the typical farm situations. This, in effect, underestimates 
the farm incomes in the typical farm situation. It is almost impossible 
to assess the amount of underestimation; but an approximate limit, in 
terms of the yields of the selected crops, can be assessed. In Figure 3, 
A.(situation (a), section 3.3), the farm income of 0.10 bighas of land 
is excluded in the kharif season and 1.64 bighas is shown as uncultivated 
in the rabi season. Now, if the farmer planted the most paying crop, it 
would be arhar in 0.10 bighas according to gross margins shown in Table 
2:5. Therefore, for the small farmers, the limit of underestimation 
would be Rs.52.10. Similarly, the limit for the medium and large farmers 
would be Rs.151.08 and Rs.319.49, respectively.
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The most binding constraints are identified by the shadow 
prices. The shadow prices of kharif land per bigha, at the margin, 
for small, medium and large holders are respectively Rs.81.74,
Rs.93.84 and Rs.26.03. The corresponding prices for dry season land 
are Rs.411.35, Rs.391.36 and Rs.324.53, respectively. This means 
that all the land is used in both the seasons. However, the crop of 
arhar occupies the field in both the seasons, hence the intensity 
of cropping is less than 200 in all the size groups. The shadow 
price of cash per rupee is Rs.1.21, Rs.1.55 and Rs.2.69 for the small, 
medium and large size groups, respectively; that is, at this stage, 
large farmers can use one unit of cash borrowing more productively 
than the middle farmers who, in turn, can use additional cash more 
productively than the small farmers.2 Information on the utilization 
of the labour resources clearly indicates that there would not be any 
bottleneck created by the optimal allocation (situation (b) ) , because 
their use is less than the resource levels. However, it must be 
remembered that these resource levels are based on the assumption that 
farmers exchange labour for labour in each particular season (section 
1.3.1). This is probably true for the small holders but the large 
farmers may not do so; in the typical situation, medium and large 
farmers may be creating labour scarcity in particular seasons (e.g., 
planting and harvesting seasons for paddy).
2. It would be seen at a latter stage that when cash is spent to 
the extent that it is no longer economic to increase it, the overall 
productivity of cash would be different from this.
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3.2 Comparison between the two optimal levels of resource
allocation (i.e., with optimal borrowing (situation (c)) 
and without borrowing (situation (b)) by stratum 
(comparison II)
The following table shows the gross margins, cash outlays, 
cropping intensity, crop combinations, resource use, and shadow 
prices of the scarce resources. The table is derived from 
Appendices G, H and E.
The gross margin of Rs.1633.13 without borrowing increases 
to Rs.1691.28 when borrowing is optimal in the small size group. In 
medium farms, the corresponding increase is from Rs.4025.53 to 
Rs.4320.99 and for large holders it is from Rs.9182.89 to 
Rs.10,462.26. In percentage terms, the respective increases are 
3.56, 7.33 and 13.93 for small, medium and large size groups. The 
respective additional cash requirements (i.e., optimal borrowing) 
being Rs.48.20, Rs.226.60 and Rs.1757.10. Since we have defined the 
rate of return as the percentage increase in total gross margin per 
rupee of borrowed fund (over the period of one year), the rates of 
return for the small, the medium and the large farmers are 120.64 per 
cent, 130.39 per cent and 110.57 per cent respectively. Additional 
finance is more productively used by the medium size group than the 
small size group; and the small size group, in turn, can use cash 
more productively than the large size group. The implications of 
this finding in terms of income distribution will be discussed in the 
following chapter. The intensity of cropping at the optimal level of 
borrowing would be 200 for all size groups which is also the ceiling 
limit applied. All of the land available is brought under double 
cropping for each size group. The crop of arhar that uses the land 
in both the seasons, drops out of the new optimal solution.
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At the optimal levels of borrowing, the small farmers need 
to concentrate solely on broadcasted paddy during the kharif season 
using the whole of the area available and should grow gram on all 
the land in rabi season. The medium farmers, on an average, should 
grow broadcasted paddy on all the 6.00 bighas in the kharif season 
and should grow 5.89 bighas of gram and 0.11 bighas of potato. The 
large farmers should cultivate 9.22 bighas of transplanted paddy,
5.87 bighas of broadcasted paddy in the kharif season. In the rabi 
season they need to grow 0.60 bighas of wheat, 2.21 bighas of mustard, 
1.12 bighas of potato and 11.16 bighas of gram. These crop combi­
nations for the different size groups maximise their respective total 
gross margins.
The shadow price of cash does not change for the small 
farmers but it changes from Rs.1.55 to Rs.0.03 for the medium farmers 
when the situation (b) changes to (c). For the large holders, the 
shadow price of cash changes from Rs.2.69 to Rs.0.03 when the 
situation (b) changes to situation (c). After these points the shadow 
prices change drastically. In other words, if we increase borrowings 
by Rs.0.25 in each case the small farmers will not use Rs.0.18, the 
medium farmers will not use Rs.0.06 and the large farmers will not use 
Rs.0.07. Clearly the increase of Rs.0.25 on borrowing or cash outlay 
is uneconomic. So we have defined the optimal borrowing or cash outlay 
as that occurring just before the shadow price or net addition to total 
gross margin from the marginal unit of cash changes from positive to 
zero. At this stage the normal interpretation of the shadow price of 
cash (i.e., if the cash outlay is increased by a unit, the total gross 
margin will increase by the amount of the shadow price) breaks.
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3.3 Diagramatic presentation of cropping patterns
The cropping pattern under the typical farm situation 
(situation (a) ) , under the optimal allocation of existing resources 
(situation (b)) and under the optimal allocation with optimal 
borrowing (situation (c) ) can be best described by the following 
diagrams:
Key to figures:
xxxx Transplanted Paddy
//// Broadcasted Paddy
++++ Gram
0000 Wheat
Arhar
---  Mustard
:::: Potato
v m Other crops not included in the study or in the typical farm situations.
0000 Uncultivated land and that occupied by other 
crops not included in the study.
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3.4 Summary of the findings
The following table in summary shows the total gross 
margins, rates of returns, the cropping intensity, cash outlays 
and the crop combinations for all size groups in the typical farm 
situation (situation (a) ) , in optimal allocation of existing 
resources (situation (b)) and in optimal allocation at optimal 
level of cash outlay or borrowing (situation (c)) .
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Having summarised the findings so far, the next section is 
a brief analysis of two alternative forms of land constraint.
3.5 Alternative constraints
Two alternative sets of constraints were considered for each 
stratum by fixing the cropping intensity equal to that of the typical 
farm situations. First, the areas under kharif season crops or rabi 
season crops were limited to the average size of cultivated land for 
each stratum, but the total land available in both the seasons was 
limited to the land area that was being effectively used by each size 
group. In terms of linear programming models (refer Tables 2:3, 2:4 
and 2:5), the total land resource in the first row in Table 2:3 was 
fixed at 16.78 bighas (i.e., a cropping intensity of 111.20 per cent). 
Similarly, the land resource in the first row of Table 2:4 was fixed 
at 7.37 bighas (intensity 122.83 per cent) and that in Table 2:5 was 
fixed at 3.32 bighas (intensity 133.87 per cent). This situation has 
been introduced to explore the implications of possible technical 
constraints (unknown to the author at this stage) limiting the extent 
of double cropping to the existing level but allowing for the freedom 
of choice in the allocation of land between the two seasons. This 
will be called Case I in the discussion.
Second, the area under rabi season crops was limited to the 
area of rabi season cropping in the typical farm situation. In terms 
of linear programming models (refer Tables 2:3, 2:4 and 2:5) the land 
resource in the first row was changed to the level of existing cropping 
intensity as explained earlier and, in addition, the rabi season land 
resource was reduced to 1.69 bighas in Table 2:3 to 1.37 bighas in 
Table 2:4, and to 0.84 bighas in Table 2:5. This situation constrains 
the limited amount of double cropping to the rabi season and will be 
called Case II in the discussion below. This case describes, broadly,
what the farmers are typically doing.
TABLE 3:4
THE TOTAL GROSS MARGINS, CASH OUTLAYS, THE FIXED CROPPING INTENSITY, CROP COMBINATIONS, 
RESOURCE USE AND THE SHADOW PRICES OF THE SCARCE RESOURCES
1
c Small Holders Modium Holders Large Holders
13c. Case I Case II Case I Case 11 Case I Case .1 1
1 Gross Margins (Rs.) 1427.32 990.88 3406.66 2089.34 7515.03 4283.35
2 Cash Outlays (Rs.) 169.46 292.28 607.32 675.56 1315.00 1334.58
3 Cropping Intensity 133.87 133.87 122.83 122.83 111.20 11) . 20
4 Crop Combinations 
(area in bighas):
a. Transplanted Paddy - - - - - 6.72
b. Broadcasted Paddy 0.84 2.48 1.37 6.00 1.69 8.37
c. Wheat - - - - - -
d. Mustard - - - - - -
e. Potato - - 0.88 0.11 1.18 -
f. Arhar 1.64 - 4.62 - 2.75 -
g . Gram 0.84 0.84 0.48 1.26 11.16 1.69
h. Pea - - - - - -
5 June-Aug H.L. used 13.25 8.85 32.29 14.70 15.43 109.SI
6 " B.L. 24.74 32.51 50.80 52.74 36.53 150.17
7 Aug-Oct H.L. " 23.29 68.77 46.12 114.00 53.88 166.00
8 " B.L. " 4.61 13.62 25.85 24.20 32.74 24.87
9 Oct-Dec H.L. - - 42.83 5.34 56.91 71.13
10 " B.L. " - - - - - 25.73
11 Dec-Deb H.L. " 3.48 3.48 2.00 5.21 46.19 7.00
12 " B.L. " 7.98 7.98 4.59 12.00 105.00 16.05
13 Feb-April H.L. " 36.97 6.58 114.00 13.26 166.00 13.23
14 " B.L. " - - - - -
15 Shadow price of kharif 
(per bigha)
39.00 39.00 35.03 39.00 - -
16 Shadow price of rabi 
(per bigha)
321.00 321.00 275.95 290.00 103.52 278.57
17 Shadow price cash 
(P.s.) per Re.
“
18 Shadow price Feb-April 
H.L. Rs./unit - - 0.39 - - -
19 Shadow price Aug-Oct 
H.L. Rs./unit - - - 0.39 - 2.40
20 Shadow price Dec-Feb 
B.L. Rs./unit - - - - 10.54 -
21 Shadow price Feb-April
4.77H.L. Rs./unit
H.L. Human Labour B.L. Bullock Labour
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Table 3:4 shows the total gross margins, cash outlays, the 
fixed cropping intensity, crop combinations, resource use and shadow 
prices of scarce resources for both cases I and II.
Comparing the typical farm situation (situation (a),
Table 3:1) with case I there are substantial income increases. The 
small farmers would increase their income from Rs.751.50 to Rs.1427.32, 
an increase of 89.93 per cent. Similarly, the medium farmers would 
have the income increased from Rs.1727.81 to Rs.3406.61, an increase 
of 97.16 per cent and the large farmers would have the income increased 
from Rs.3953.14 to Rs.7515.03, an increase of 90.10 per cent.
It will be noted that in case I, for all size groups the 
optimal solution implies a major switch in the cropping pattern from 
the existing situation (a) (Table 3:1). Case I directs resources to 
a concentration on minor crops which would swamp the limited local 
market for these commodities if adopted widely. Furthermore, such a 
pattern must be considered unacceptable because the production of 
paddy would be far less than current consumption levels. The small 
size group family, for instance, on an average consumed 5.86 goons of 
home produced paddy but Case I allows it to produce 2.74 goons only.
A similar result applies to the medium and large size group farm 
families.
Case II results in solutions that are very much acceptable. 
The increases in incomes are more modest.
Comparing the typical farm situations and case II, the 
total gross margin of the small farmers would increase from Rs.751.50 
to Rs.900.88, an increase of 19.88 per cent. Similarly, that of the 
medium farmers would increase from Rs.1727.81 to Rs.2089.34, an 
increase of 20.92 per cent and that of large farmers would increase
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from Rs.3953.14 to Rs.4283.35, an increase of 8.35 per cent. This 
comparison, in fact, shows the impact of pure resource reallocation 
since it does not involve any augmentation of resources implied in 
higher cropping intensities investigated in section 3.1 and 3.2.
Case II also shows that the cash outlay is less than the
resource available. This indicates that the requirement of cash 
3resource could be reduced from Rs.340.05 to Rs.292.28 for the small 
farmers by a movement from typical farm situation to Case II. The 
reduction for the medium farmers could be from Rs.719.95 to 
Rs.675.56 by a similar movement. Similarly, the large size group 
could reduce cash outlay from Rs.1451.40 to Rs.1334.68.
3. In this study the initial cash resource has been assumed to 
have been met by the farmers themselves.
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS
In the present study it has been found that a movement 
from a typical farm situation to one with the optimal allocation of 
existing resources would increase farm incomes more than a movement 
from optimal allocation of existing resources to one with the 
optimal cash outlay or borrowing. In other words, a movement from 
situation (a) to situation (b) would increase farm incomes more 
than a movement from situation (b) to situation (c). Resource 
reallocation under existing agriculture would increase income by 
about 109 per cent for the small holders. The increase would be 
about 133 per cent for medium holders and about 132 per cent for 
large holders. (For discussions on the impact of pure resource 
reallocation, see section 3.5.) Optimal cash outlay would further 
increase income by 3.56 per cent, 7.33 per cent and 13.93 per cent 
respectively for small, medium and large size groups (sections 3.1 
and 3.2). These results need to be interpreted with the following 
reservations.
4.1 Reservations
i) The assumption that the soil type and topography of 
the farmers is such that the selected crops can be 
grown in any part of the farm in the appropriate 
season may not be true for all farms. In recommending 
crop combinations for individual farms this is very
important and cannot be overlooked (section 1.4.3).
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However, for the rates of return by stratum, such 
specific constraints can be ignored provided they 
do not apply to a large number of households. In 
practice, if the constraints were found to apply 
to a sizeable number of households then they should 
be reclassified separately before stratification by 
size group.
ii) The data used for deriving input/output coefficients 
are based on observations for one year only. Year- 
to-year variations have not been taken into account, 
although the survey-year 1968-69 was considered a 
normal one by the Economic Analysis and Planning 
Division.
iii) The data were collected by interviews. The farmers 
do not normally keep written records of their input 
use and outputs. Hence memory biases come into the 
study.
iv) The prices of products were taken from the farmers 
who brought or sold them. In the absence of any 
alternatives, these prices were used although their 
variability was high.
v) The solutions obtained by linear programming technique
do not take into account risks and uncertainty, although 
they (risks and uncertainty) can be expected to play an 
important role in actual farm decision making. Such 
considerations could explain,to some extent, why the
1. Gautam, J.C. (1973, p.126).
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farmers are not currently undertaking the complete 
double cropping (see also section 4.3) which emerges 
as the optimal agricultural practice in this study.
With these reservations and the result of this study, the 
following section deals with how resource reallocation can, perhaps, 
be attempted.
4.2 Reallocation of existing resources
As the study revealed that reallocation of existing 
resources is more important than improving cash outlay in existing 
agriculture, this aspect has been taken first.
In order to find the optimal allocation of resources, this
study required the knowledge of input/output coefficients, the prices
of inputs and products of eight different crops, the resource levels
and the soil type and topography of the farms. Most of the farmers
are not likely to have adequate knowledge of each of the variables,
for two main reasons. Firstly, they are by and large illiterate and
do not keep good records of the farm enterprise. Secondly, farming
is taken as a way of life and the farmers are largely subsistence 
2oriented. In addition, the farmers may not practise complete double 
cropping even if they have adequate knowledge of inputs, outputs, 
prices, etc., because of the risks and uncertainty associated with a 
change in farm practices away from well tried crop and area combi­
nations to lesser known ones. (See also section 4.3.)
If the farmers are to move towards the complete double 
cropping implied in the optimal allocation of resources, then some 
of the above difficulties must be overcome. Let us first explore 
how the farmers' advisors could help.
2. Pant, Y.P. and Jain, S.C. (1968, p.l).
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The methods currently used by the extension agents towards 
changing the farmers' attitude (i.e., the usual methods of extensions 
such as method demonstrations, result demonstrations, fairs, crop 
competitions, etc.) need to incorporate sound judgment of economic 
considerations. For example, the average gross margin for the crop 
of barley is seen to be negative in this study (section 2.2).
(This is when wages are applied to family labour.) As there are 
other crops that can be grown in the same season as barley and yield 
a positive gross margin, e.g., wheat or gram, the opportunity cost 
of family labour is not lower than the wage rate. Farmers receiving 
a negative gross margin should thus switch to other crops.
The following steps are suggested for the guidance of the 
extension agents in respect of resource reallocation. The feasibility 
of these steps is considered subsequently.
i) They need to know the individual farmer's field 
regarding soil type and topography. A diagram 
which shows the details could help.
ii) They should discuss with the farmer the enterprise 
opportunities, i.e., crops that can be grown by 
the farmer.
iii) They should evaluate the input/output coefficients 
for each farmer individually. The inputs can be 
worked out through discussion with the farmer based 
on his experience and expected outputs (expected 
through discussion with the farmer) could be used
for outputs.
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iv) With the expected prices of products and the expected 
input prices, they should find out the expected gross 
margin for each enterprise.
v) They should evaluate the farmer's resource constraints 
in terms of human labour, bullock labour, land and cash 
(also machine time, if any).
vi) Finally, by linear programming or farm budgeting or
gross margin analysis, they should be able to suggest 
the crop and area combinations that would maximise the 
farm income. They should also be able to identify the 
most binding constraints of the farmer and advise him 
accordingly (linear programming allows this - section 
1.4.2).
4.3 Exploration of feasibility
Basically, the steps suggested in the last section require 
extension workers to know the technique of linear programming or gross 
margin analysis or farm budgeting. They would have to make statistical 
analyses of the expected prices and yields as well. Therefore, they 
would have to know statistical methods also.
In Nepal, the grass-root level extension workers (JTAs) are 
trained for a short period in agricultural science after secondary 
high schooling. They are not generally trained in budgeting techniques. 
Therefore, they would not be able to carry out the suggested steps 
without further instructions.
The JTAs are promoted to JTs on the basis of experience and 
further training. This training would, in general, be in other aspects 
of agriculture rather than farm management. Thus the JTs also would 
need further training in order to carry on the suggested steps.
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To supervise the functions of the field workers (JTs or 
JTAs). there are ADOs (one in each district). They are agriculture 
graduates or specialists of one particular subject from the field of 
agriculture. Unless anyone has majored in economics in his first 
degree or has specialised in economics in a higher degree, he would 
need to have further training to carry on the steps. Experience 
suggests that the ADOs are largely general agriculture graduates; 
such personnel would have to be trained if they are to adopt the 
suggested steps.
It might be mentioned here that computer service facilities 
are not available in the country. However, the arithmetic involved 
could be done by hand for a small number of farms until such 
facilities are made available.
Adoption of the suggested steps coupled with proper training 
of personnel could bring substantial improvement in farm incomes if 
there is no risk and uncertainty.
4.4 Risks and uncertainties
As mentioned in section 4.1, the risks and uncertainties
involved in double cropping would influence the decisions of the
farmers. The farmers may have partly been subsistence oriented
because of the risks of crop failure or uncertainties of the prices
of the products and partly because of tradition. Although a number
3of research workers, including Dillon and Anderson (1971) and 
4Porter (1959) have tried to incorporate the farmer's utility 
functions in explaining farmers' decisions under risk and under
3. Dillon, J.L. and Anderson, J.R. (1971, pp.26-32).
4. Porter, R.C. (1959, pp.1-32).
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uncertainty, they recognise that more work needs to be done in this 
area. However, it is intended here to broadly outline some of the 
major risks likely to be considered by farmers in the district of 
Rupanedhi.
i) There may be inadequate rainfall in the area during 
any particular year or any particular season (kharif 
or rabi). As Table 1.3 indicates, rainfall during 
the months of October to May fluctuates, more than 
in the rainy season (June to September). In the 
typical farm situation (situation (a)), the farmers 
grow crops almost on the entire area during the rainy 
season but not in the rabi season. Therefore 
irrigation facilities need to be adequate during the 
rabi season. It is generally thought that irrigation 
is an expensive investment. For any major project, 
full costs and benefits would have to be evaluated, 
but for small appliances like lift pumps, tubewells, 
etc., the benefits could be easily recognised. As the 
study shows that under complete double cropping, farm 
income would increase significantly, the costs might 
be offset by making double cropping possible and also 
through increase in yield because of irrigation. Data 
on the costs of such irrigation devices and the increase 
in yields are not readily available but it could be 
conceived that small irrigation devices could encourage 
the farmers to move towards complete double cropping.
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ii) In the district, the farmers let the animals go free 
during January to June which includes a part of the 
rabi season. Therefore, there is a danger of losing 
a part of the rabi crops. This is a contingency which 
could be removed by public legislation.
Besides these risks, there are price uncertainties. For
instance, the optimal crop combination may well require the farmers
to increase the area under some minor crop (e.g., gram in this study).
The price of such a product is likely to fluctuate more than that of
a major crop (e.g., paddy). This is because the markets for major
crops are better established than for minor crops. A more detailed
study of the specific crop markets is desirable before a large
number of farmers are advised to adopt such combinations. The price
uncertainty can be detrimental to improvement of farm incomes.
However, such optimal combinations can be and need to be used in a
gradual way starting with a small number of farmers which allows the
extension agents to observe the trends in prices and adjust the crop
combinations accordingly for the following year. In addition, even
if the number of farms taken is small, the gross margins for any crop
need to be calculated for a range of prices and judgment as to which
is the most likely price should be made. This process may assist
5decision-making under conditions of uncertainty.
5. This type of sensitivity analysis would make the task of 
optimisation by hand more dififcult and use of a computer more 
desirable.
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4.5 Credit availability
This study has shown that credit availability would have a 
smaller impact on farm incomes than resource reallocation, but the 
results relate to the existing agricultural methods only. If it was 
coupled with modern inputs, credit availability would have greater 
impact on farm incomes than that shown by this study.
With the existing technology, the small farmers of Rupandehi 
district would receive an annual rate of return of 120.6 per cent.
The rate would be 130.4 per cent for the medium farmers and 110.6 per 
cent for the large farmers. These rates are far greater than the 
maximum rate of interest of 10 per cent per annum charged by the 
financial institutions (higher rates may also be charged). Because 
of loan interception (section 1.3) agricultural credit is largely 
institutionalised. The main institutions are the Agricultural 
Development Bank and the village committees.
Interest rates as high as 50 per cent have been found to 
have been charged in personal borrowing (from an individual to another 
individual), which is not legal (section 1.4.3). Such high rates of 
interest were charged mostly to small farmers.^ If these are market 
rates, they are obviously justified. Therefore, in the absence of 
adequate institutional finance, the effectiveness of a 10 per cent per 
annum legal ceiling rate of interest in private borrowing remains 
questionable.^
6. Nepal Rastra Bank (1972, Vol.IV, p.188).
7. As indicated in Section 1, the ceiling rate of interest on 
personal borrowing was fixed to protect the small farmers from 
excessively high rates. Therefore, its effectiveness rather than 
desirability is questionable.
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At the existing technology, if the productivity of credit 
alone is considered, the medium farmers would benefit most by additional 
cash outlay. However, each size group would receive an attractive rate 
of return.
It may be reasonable to assume that the medium and the large 
farmers would be able to finance the additional cash outlays of their 
own resources. Even if they need institutional funds, they should be 
able to borrow without any special provision for them. However, given 
the state of poverty of the small farmers and the lack of funds in the 
credit institutions, some special provision could be needed in the 
interest of the small farmers, if our interest is to reduce absolute 
poverty. In this line, the Agricultural Credit Survey has recommended 
that the small farmers should be provided with loans without having to 
put up security. Implementation of this recommendation accompanied by 
thorough publicity of this provision could help the small farmers. 
However, it is noteworthy that the loan without security, as recommended, 
is at the present provided for adopting improved technology only. In 
our view, funds should be extended to help in improving existing methods 
of farming also, if the farmers are prepared to adopt optimal farm plans 
by adopting the process outlined by this study.
The study has revealed a substantial increase in farm incomes 
through resource reallocation and also a substantial rate of return on 
additional cash outlay. However, if such increases are to be achieved 
for all or for a sizeable number of farms, there would be other costs
to society which should not be overlooked.
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4.6 Costs external to the farms
In order to make possible the benefits of the substantial 
changes in farm incomes outlined, the public sector would have to 
meet costs which do not enter the ledger of individual farms. These 
costs can be listed as follows:
1) To maintain good written records of the farm
enterprise, the farmers would have to be educated 
and also would have to be taught how the records 
should be kept.
ii) As the farmers are subsistence oriented, any
change towards market orientation could mean that 
some of the necessary items of consumption for the 
farm family would have to be supplied from outside 
the farm. If such commodities were not readily 
supplied by other farms or business organisations 
or merchants in the area, the public sector would 
have to encourage their production elsewhere.
iii) The present extension personnel would have to be 
further trained. In addition, to make extension 
services adequate, more extension personnel would 
have to be trained.
iv) To enable the adoption of the techniques of opti­
misation by a sizeable number of farmers, computer 
facilities backed by properly trained staff would
be needed.
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v) To reduce the risk facing farmers, irrigation
facilities would have to be improved. If small
irrigation appliances were employed, the costs
would be internal to the farms, but for larger
appliances, the public sector would have to meet 
0
the cost. (See also section 4.4(i).)
vi) To make credit more readily accessible to all 
the farmers, the credit agencies would have to 
be expanded in terms of buildings and staff.
To let the farmers know the terms and conditions 
of credit, publicity is needed. Such costs also 
would be external to the farms.
vii) Facilities for transporting the farm products to 
the markets would have to be improved as the 
volume of rural product increases.
viii) The marketing facilities such as stores, ware­
houses, would have to be improved.
4.7 Resource reallocation, credit availability and income 
distribution
As mentioned in the first paragraph of this chapter, the 
small farmers would receive, through resource reallocation, an 
increase in income of 109 per cent. The increases would be about 
133 per cent and 132 per cent for the medium and large farmers 
respectively. This implies a wider gap between the small and 
large farmers after reallocation. Similarly, if credit or additional 
cash outlay were adequately available, the income of the small farmers
8. Some of the cost of irrigation expansion would be offset by 
making it possible for the farmers to obtain an increased yield.
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would further increase by about 3.6 per cent. It would be about 
7.3 per cent and 13.9 per cent respectively for medium and large 
size groups. This also indicates that the difference between small 
farmers and large farmers could widen.
However, all size groups would have a higher income and 
absolute poverty could be significantly reduced. It seems quite 
appropriate that fuller and better use of existing resources should 
be carried on irrespective of what would happen to income distri­
bution, because on an overall basis the resources are scarce. 
Regarding credit availability, it could be appropriate to implement 
the recommendation of the Agricultural Credit Survey that the small
and medium farmers should receive about 70 per cent of the funds 
9available.
9. Nepal Rastra Bank (1972, Vol.IV, p.222).
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APPENDIX A
MEAN AREA AND STANDARD ERROR UNDER DIFFERENT CROPS BY STRATUM
Enterprise
N o . of 
Obser­
vations
Mean Area 
(Bighas)
Standard
Errors
(s)
Coefficients 
of Variation 
s/x
A. LARGE HOLDERS
Transplanted Paddy 20 9.62 4.65 0.48
Broadcasted Paddy 19 4.82 4.77 0.99
Wheat 13 1.19 1.47 1.24
Mustard 14 0.50 0.36 0.72
Potato 8 0.24 0.27 1.12
Arhar 6 0.41 0.18 0.44
Gram 4 0.40 0.26 0.65
Pea
Effective Land 
Area = 17.65
6 0.47 0.05 0.11
B. MEDIUM HOLDERS
Transplanted Paddy 19 3.39 1.49 0.44
Broadcasted Paddy 18 2.32 1.07 0.46
Wheat 16 0.91 0.64 0.70
Mustard 4 0.25 0.14 0.57
Potato 3 0.12 0.10 0.87
Arhar 3 0.08 0.05 0.68
Gram 4 0.46 0.28 0.61
Pea
Effective Land 
Area = 7.80
6 0.27 0.13 0.50
C . SMALL HOLDERS
Transplanted Paddy 51 1.39 0.77 0.55
Broadcasted Paddy 43 0.99 0.52 0.53
Wheat 35 0.44 0.33 0.75
Mustard 16 0.14 0.10 0.71
Potato 18 0.08 0.05 0.63
Arhar 5 0.07 0.07 1.00
Gram 7 0.40 0.20 0.50
Pea
Effective Land 
Area = 3.67
2 0.16 0.01 0.06
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APPENDIX A (continued)
THE TEST PROCEDURE USED 
Mean area under transplanted paddy:
a) Large holders mean area = 9.62 = x.
Variance
n„
21.60
20 (observations)
b) Medium holders mean area 3.39
Variance
n_
2.23
19 (observations)
Since x -
V  L - *2
V  *1 -  *2
i t sO pv n n„
where t is t-statistic; S is the pooled standard error,
(n1 - 1) x S* + (n2 - 1) x S* 
ni + n2 " 2
19 x 21.60 + 18 x 2.23 
2 0 + 1 9 - 2
410.40 + 40.14 
37
12.18
Hence t
= 3.49
x - x 1 2
Pl'n1
6.23
P = -  + —  3.49 x /. 0500 + .0526
6.23
3.49 x /.1026
6.23 
1. 1178
5.5723 > t37,025
They cannot be pooled for input/output coefficients
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APPENDIX B
INPUT/OUTPUT FIGURES FOR THE SELECTED ENTERPRISES - LARGE HOLDERS
Enterprises/Inputs
Area
Under
Trans­
planted
Paddy
Area
Under
Broad­
casted
Paddy
<x2>
Area
Under
Wheat
Area
Under
Mus­
tard
(x4)
Area
Under
Potato
(x^)
Area
Under
Arhar
(V
Area
Under
Gram
(V
Area
Under
Pea
< V
Land 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
June-Aug 
Human Labour
13.17
(2.25)
2.55
(0.95)
- - - 4.04
(0.49)
- -
June-Aug 
Bullock Labour
11.05
(2.52)
9.07
(1.80)
- - - 7.70 - -
Aug-Oct 
Human Labour
5.23
(1.81)
15.63
(3.74)
- - 23.31
(6.45)
- - -
Aug-Oct
Bullock Labour
- 2.97
(0.98)
- - 23.53
(7.10)
- - -
Oct-Dec 
Human Labour
10.59
(2.54)
- 6.53
(2.18)
4.69
(2.09)
48.29
(7.42)
- - 4.54
(1.56)
Oct-Dec
Bullock Labour
3.83
(1.09)
- 17.93
(3.13)
9.74
(2.16)
- - - 6.33
(1.25)
Dec-Feb 
Human Labour
- - 13.32
(8.60)
- - - 4.14
(2.27)
-
Dec-Feb
Bullock Labour
- - - - - 9.50
(22.93)
Feb-April 
Human Labour
- - 35.46
0-8.19)
10.35
(4.01)
30.72
(7.57)
15.41
(3.64)
7.83
(4.88)
6.42
(2.24)
Feb-April 
Bullock Labour
- - 10.73
(6.68)
2.81
(1.33)
- - - -
Quantity of 
Organic Manures 
in Cartloads
2.44
(2.31)
1.70
(1.66)
3.96*
(3.86)
3.40
(4.01)
10.98
CL1.01)
- 0.26
(0.89)
-
Cash for Seeds (Rs.) 41.56 48.28 113.02 23.16 223.51 25.08 54.66 43.48
Cash for Tools
(14.94) 
For all
CL3.44)
the
(10.63) (3.69) (8.01) (4.94) (19.43) (9.60)
Replacements (Rs.) Year round 
89.02 (27.13)
Output in Goon/Bigha 3.09 2.87 3.26 1.80 45.48 2.15 1.87 1.45
(except potato) (0.99) (0.83 (1.46) (0.86) (9.23)
maunds
(0.91) (0.86) (0.64)
★ Fertilizers cost at Rs. 10.63(21.51) /bigha to be added in case of wheat.
Figures in parentheses are the corresponding standard errors.
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APPENDIX C
INPUT/OUTPUT FIGURES FOR THE SELECTED ENTERPRISES - MEDIUM HOLDERS
Enterprises/Inputs
Area
Under
Trans­
planted
Paddy
(xi>
Area
Under
Broad­
casted
Paddy
(X2>
Area
Under
Wheat
(X3>
Area
Under
Mus­
tard
(V
Area
Under
Potato
'V
Area
Under
Arhar
(V
Area
Under
Gram
(x7,
Area
Under
Pea
‘V
Land 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
June-Aug 
Human Labour
16.13
(3.79)
2.45
(1.08)
- - - 6.25
(1.09)
- -
June-Aug 
Bullock Labour
13.96
(2.68)
8.79
(3.18)
- - - 8.37
(2.65)
- -
Aug-Oct 
Human Labour
9.30
(2.89)
18.57
(5.29)
23.31
(6.45)
- - -
Aug-Oct
Bullock Labour
- 3.60
(1-37)
- - 23.53
(7.10)
- - -
Oct-Dec 
Human Labour
13.00
(3.51)
- 6.53
(2.18)
5.60
(3.06)
48.29
(7.42)
- - 3.15
(1.52)
Oct-Dec
Bullock Labour
3.08
(1.22)
- 17.93
(3.13)
11.74
(2.82)
- - - 8.49
(3.98)
Dec-Feb 
Human Labour
- - 13.32
(8.60)
- - - 4.14
(2.27)
-
Dec-Feb
Bullock Labour
- - - - - - 9.50
(22.93)
-
Feb-April 
Human Labour
- - 35.46
(18.19)
12.85
(3.15)
30.72
(7.57)
17.92
(3.47)
7.83
(4.88)
8.85
(3.64)
Feb-April 
Bullock Labour
- - 10.73
(6.68)
4.47
(2.54)
- - - -
Quantity of 
Organic Manure 
in Cartloads
2.46
(2.58)
2.36
(2.14)
3.96*
(3.86)
2.52
(3.47)
10.98
(11.01)
0.26
(0.89)
Cash for Seeds (Rs.) 47.60 50.69 113.02 27.64 223.51 23.13 54.66 49.01
(9.62) (13.42) (30.64) (7.10) (8.01) (4.45) 0-9.43) (9.36)
Cash for Tools 
Replacements (Rs.)
For al 
year r 
40.28
1 the
aund
(22.67)
Output in Goon/Bigha 3.11 3.01 3.26 1.38 45.48 2.62 1.87 1.44
(except potato) (1.04) (1.00) (1.46) (0.74) (9.23)
maunds
(0.98) (0.86) (0.79)
* Fertilizers cost, at Rs. , ,, ' r ,. /bigha to be added in case of wheat.(21.91)
Figures in parentheses are the respective standard errors.
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APPENDIX D
INPUT/OUTPUT FIGURES FOR THE SELECTED ENTERPRISES - SMALL HOLDERS
Enterprises/Inputs
Area
Under
Trans­
planted
Paddy
V
Area
Under
Broad­
casted
Paddy
(*2>
Area
Under
Wheat
(X3>
Area
Under
Mus­
tard
< V
Area
Under
Potato
' V
Area
Under
Arhur
< V
Area
Under
Gram
U 7>
Area
Under
Pea
< V
Land 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
June-Aug 
Human Labour
18.66
(4.42)
3.57
(1.00)
- - 6.25
(1.08)
- -
June-Aug 
Bullock Labour
15.80
(3.12)
13.11
(4.07)
~ - - 8.37
(2.65)
- -
Aug-Oct 
Human Labour
9.92
(3.30)
27.73
(8.95)
- - 26.75
(7.72)
- - -
Aug-Oct 
Bullock Labour
- 5.49
(1.55)
- - 29.58
(8.14)
- - -
Oct-Dec 
Human Labour
14.71
(4.21)
- 9.41
(3.09)
5.60
(3.06)
41.87
(9.48)
- - 3.15
(1.52)
Oct-Dec 
Bullock Labour
5.16
(1.45)
- 22.25
(4.73)
11.74
(2.82)
- - - 8.49
(3.98)
Dec-Feb 
Human Labour
- - 9.48
(7.02)
- - - 4.14
(2.27)
-
Dec-Feb
Bullock Labour
- - - - - - 9.50
(22.93)
-
Feb-April 
Human Labour
- - 29.74
(15.01)
12.85
(3.15)
31.04
(7.81)
17.92
(3.47)
7.83
(4.88)
8.85
(3.64)
Feb-April 
Bullock Labour
- - 7.99
(4.86)
4.47
(2.54)
- - - -
Quantity of 
Organic Manures 
in Cartloads
2.30
(2.55)
2.14
(3.18)
5.26*
(5.19)
2.52
(3.47)
1.35
(2.28)
- 0.26
(0.89)
-
Cash for Seeds (Rs.) 52.06 57.21 119.21 27.64 182.56 23.13 54.66 49.01
(13.66) (8.95) (2&33) (7.10) (8.62) (4.45) (19.43) (9.36)
Cash for Tools 
Replacements (Rs.)
For al 
all th 
round
1 areas 
s year 
20.72 
(12.12)
Output in Goon/Bigha 3.54 3.26 2.23 1.38 35.94 2.62 1.87 1.44
(except potato) (1.29) (1.06) (1.01) (0.74) (9.84)
muunds
(0.98) (0.86) (0.79)
* Small farmers did not use fertilizers except one which is neglected.
Figures in parentheses are the respective standard errors.
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APPENDIX E
PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Items
No. of 
Obser­
vations
Mean Price 
per Unit 
in Rs.
Standard
Errors
Coefficient 
of Variation 
s/x
Human Labour 9 3.56
(Man Day)
0.66 0.19
Bullock Labour* 6 6.33
(Bullock Day)
0.90 0.14
Organic Manures - 15.00(1)
(Cartload)
- -
Paddy 28 160.98 
(Goon) (2)
12.36 0.08
Wheat 18 305.65
(Goon)
62.15 0.20
Mustard 15 332.80
(Goon)
58.19 0.17
Potato 16 30.62 
(Maund) ^
13.73 0.45
Arhar 8 260.74
(Goon)
65.24 0.25
Gram 8 344.00
(Goon)
95.67 0.28
Pea 7 192.00
(Goon)
48.19 0.25
* This wage rate includes the cost of a pair of bullocks 
and a ploughman or bullock driver.
(1) Price of organic manures are taken from an unofficial source.
(2) The goon is a local unit of measurement of the volume of a 
product and its weight differs from crop to crop. For example, 
1 goon of paddy weighs 155.83 kilograms, whereas 1 goon of 
wheat weighs 217.75 kilograms.
(3) A maund is a local unit of measurement for potato in weight and 
similar products and is equal to 37.32 kilograms.
v/z
APPENDIX E (1)
CALCULATION OF GROSS MARGIN FOR BROADCASTED PADDY - LARGE HOLDERS
Yield in goon/bigha 
Price/goon Rs.
2.87
160.98
Gross value of output/bigha 462.01
Amount of human labour 18.18 64.72
Price of human labour Rs. 3.56
Amount of bullock labour 12.04 76.21
Price of bullock labour Rs. 6.33
Cash outlays Rs. 79.94 79.94
Gross margin (Rs.) 241.14
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8 b
QUESTIONNAIRE SCHEDULE 
HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT 
MINISTRY OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND PLANNING DIVISION 
FARM MANAGEMENT STUDY PROJECT (1968-69)
LIST OF FARM HOUSEHOLD
1. Zone... ... ...
2. District ... ...
3. Panchayat ... ...
4. Village ... ...
(a) Ward N o .... ...
(b) Selection No. ...
(c) Serial No.
(d) Date ... ...
(e) Name of Enumerator
(f) Name of Supervisor
FAMILY MEMBERS AND OCCUPATION
Name of the head of the family 
Relation with respondent.
Relation
Serial _ . with the
Number “ ° X  family
head
Occupation
Education* Remarks
Principal Secondary
Total
* (i) Illiterate (ii) Literate (iii) Matriculation or
Intermediate (iv) Graduate and post-graduate.
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COST OF CULTIVATION
C r o p .....................  Variety .. . A r e a ..................... Land tax
Serial
No. Description
No. of labour days utilized Daily wage rate Daily tiffin expenses
Family Hired 
labour labour 
M.F.C. H.F.C.
Labour
on
contract
M.F.C.
Labour
on
mutual
exchange
M.F.C.
In cash 
(Rs/day) 
M.F.C.
In Kind
Quantity Value 
M.F.C. (Rs.)
In Kind
In c a s h --------------- -
(Rs/day) Quantity Value 
(Kk .)
Total
labour
cost
(rs.)
A. SEED-BED PREPARATION
1. Land preparation 
and levelling
2. Manuring
3. Sowing 
A. Weeding
5. Uprooting seedlings
B. MAIN FIELD PREPARATION
1. Land preparation
2. Manuring
3. Puddling
4. Sowing or transplant­
ing
5. Irrigation
6. Hoeing and weeding
7. Spraying pesticides
8. Harvesting
9. Threshing
10. Winnowing
11. Drying and storing
12. Other
M - Male
F - Female
C - Children
Remarks
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